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a b s t r a c t
Microstructures of rapidly solidified Al–Fe–Si alloys demonstrate possible formation of a glassy phase,
which we term q-glass, that is not a kinetically frozen liquid. Microstructural observations point out that
the phase grows from the melt by a first order phase transition in the manner of a crystal, but scatters as
a metallic glass. In this paper, by studying a large number of Al–Fe–Si alloys (8–22 at% Fe and 5–20 at%
Si), we confirmed this observation and identified domains of formation of the q-glass as a primary phase,
as well as a 1/1 !-cubic approximant and an icosahedral phase. Our attempts to grow such a glass in
different metallic systems by substituting Fe with Ni and Co have not succeeded. We discuss several
reasons why the Al–Fe–Si system might be unique.
© 2012 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction
A metallic glass that forms from a melt by an apparent first-order
transformation has been reported for Al-rich Al–Fe–Si rapidly solidified (RS) alloys [1–3]. Claims of the nature of the transformation
were based on transmission electron microscopy (TEM) micrographs of the solidified microstructure showing nodules of glassy
phase surrounded by a duplex structure of the glass and aluminum.
The morphology is of a typical hypereutectic structure where the
first phase to form from a melt, the glass, comes as the nodules; and
then depletion of the melt in Fe results in the formation of a duplex
Al + glass structure. Composition of the glass nodules in the e-beam
surface melted Al–7Fe–2Si at% alloy was measured by energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) as Al–22Fe–2Si at% and Al–4Fe–2Si at%
on average for the duplex matrix [4]. Because this isotropic glass has
been obtained from the melt by a growth process allowing atomic
rearrangements at the interface, and not from a kinetically frozen
liquid, the glass was coined q-glass (QG) [3]. One hundred percent
glass in the composition Al70 Fe13 Si17 has been observed by Suzuki
et al. [5] and Legresy et al. [6] in melt spun ribbons.
In this paper we look for answers to the following questions: (1)
is the reported 100% Al–Fe–Si glass a kinetically frozen melt or a
structure that was formed by the coalescence of growing QG nodules (boundaries of which would be indistinguishable in TEM) and
(2) how substituting Fe with different transition metals (TM) could
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affect the formation of QG by nucleation and growth. To address
these questions we examined by TEM and XRD a large number of
rapidly solidified Al–Fe–Si alloys with compositions ranging from
8 to 22 at% Fe and 5 to 20 at% Si. For the AlFeSi compositions that
exhibit formation of QG, Fe was substituted by Ni and Co either
completely or partially and the alloys were prepared by the same
RS techniques and conditions.
2. Experimental
Al–Fe–Si alloys with compositions 5/8, 10/13, 13/17, 15/20, 20/20, 18/22, 13/23,
15/10 and 18/8 (i.e. 5/8 stands for Al–5Fe–8Si at%) were prepared by arc melting
pure 99.99% Al, 99.99% Fe and 99.99% Si and melt spinning on a Cu wheel (diameter
40 cm, wheel speed 3000 rpm) under He atmosphere. Al–Ni–Si and Al–Co–Si alloys
with similar compositions (Fe exchanged for Ni or Co) were prepared similarly. The
very brittle flakes/ribbons were prepared for TEM by ion-milling using a LN2 cold
stage.

3. Results
General remark: Observation of many ribbons microstructures
show a poor reproducibility, which is strongly affected by variability of cooling conditions and the narrow temperature windows for
different metastable reactions. Because of a large number of equilibrium and metastable phases in the Al-rich corner of the Al–Fe–Si
system the formation of several phases are in competition in the
undercooled melts; thus the observed microstructural variations.
For the four compositions 5/8, 10/13, 13/17 and 15/20, the QG
coexists with (Al) (Fig. 1a). For the highest Al (5/8 alloy) concentration the QG appears as an intercellular secondary phase; for the
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Fig. 1. Bright field TEM micrographs of different AlFeSi alloys: (a) 5/8, 10/13, 13/17 and 15/20 showing formation of QG; (b) 18/8 showing formation of stable "-phase and
metastable !-phase; (c) 20/20 showing nodules of defected icosahedral phase.

compositions with lower Al the QG forms as isolated nodules separated by a layer of (Al), supporting formation of the glassy phase
as the first phase to solidify. The volume fraction of QG gradually
increases with the increase in Fe and Si; and for Fe concentrations
higher than 13 at% the QG coalesces and forms a 100% glassy structure. These microstructural observations are typical of hypo and
hypereutectic alloys where the (Al) and QG are the end phases.
Even if the glassy phase appears as a single phase for the 15/20 alloy,
there is microstructural evidence that the phase was also formed by
nucleation and growth: contrast variations observed for this alloy
are due to compositional variation resulting from a coring at the
periphery of impinging nodules. Occasionally, the 100% glass was
also observed in the 13/17 alloys that was reported earlier [5,6].
Fig. 2 shows SEM images of ribbons’ cross-sections for different samples of the 15/20 alloys. The structure in Fig. 2a consists
of large elongated grains of a crystalline phase; this is not a typical structure. Fig. 2b shows a uniform contrast across the ribbon
that suggests a 100% glass structure. Fig. 2c shows variation in the
contrast, uniform on the wheel side (highest cooling rate, a melt
in contact with a cooling Cu wheel) and non-uniform at the upper
part. In this sample apparently the complete coalescence of the QG
occurred at the bottom part, and partial with segregated Al – at the
slower cooled upper part. The SEM results were supported by TEM
observation.
Structural variations could be also found within the sample that
appears as 100% glass by XRD or SEM. An example of such variations

is shown in Fig. 3, where dark field images (placing selected area
aperture over the diffraction ring of strongest intensity, Fig. 3b)
and corresponding diffraction patterns (SAED) were taken from
three thin areas A (Fig. 3e), B (Fig. 3d) and C (Fig. 3c) around the
perforated hole in the TEM specimen. The dark field image from
the area A shows a smooth contrast, typical for a metallic glass,
with very fine speckling. The speckling size increases progressively
moving from A to C area and the continuous diffuse diffraction
rings of a glassy structure become spotty in C consistent with a
polycrystalline structure. Microdiffraction patterns taken from isolated grains in area C show that the grains belong to the b.c.c.
!-phase (Im3̄, a = 1.256 nm [7]), which is metastable in Al–Fe–Si
[8–10], and stable with a slightly different structural modification
(Pm3̄, a = 1.264 nm) in Al–Mn–Si [11]. This phase can be seen as a
1/1 cubic approximant of an icosahedral quasicrystal with nearicosahedral Mackey clusters assembled in bcc lattice nodes [11].
Such evolution of glass into nanocrystals of the !-phase was also
observed in Al70 Fe13 Si17 surface-melted alloys for lower velocities
(lower cooling rates) of electron beam scanning [12].
Based on these observations, we speculate that the structure
of the Al–Fe–Si glass is a limit of the nanostructured !-phase,
with grain size as small as one unit cell, i.e. around 2 nm. This is
close to the size of a fundamental structural unit – the icosahedral Mackay cluster. This structural inference has recently been
strongly supported by the results of high-resolution synchrotronbased X-ray scattering and pair distribution function (PDF) analysis

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional SEM (secondary electrons) from three different samples of the 15/20 AlFeSi alloy.
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Fig. 3. (a) Low-magnification dark field TEM image showing thin area around a hole; (b) SAED pattern from (a) showing position of an aperture for dark field imaging; (c–e)
dark field images of areas C, B and A, respectively.

performed on Al65 Fe15 Si20 100% q-glass alloys [13]; the study has
shown excellent match of the experimental PDF with PDF of the
nanosize !-phase. A similar conclusion has been drawn by Dubois
et al. [14] in their study of amorphous Al70 Fe13 Si17 by neutron
diffraction.
Fig. 4 summarizes XRD and TEM results on the formation of
microstructures in the studied Al–Fe–Si rapidly solidified alloys.
There is a large compositional domain shown in Fig. 4 where QG
forms with (Al) either as a secondary phase, primary or congruently.
Compositions where 100% QG was found are along the boundary
of the !-phase (in Fig. 1b the ! phase is secondary, with primary
" phase) and icosahedral phase (Fig. 1c shows nodules of icosahedral quasicrystal with Al between grains) formation. From this
we conclude that QG behaves as a stoichiometric compound, with
a large range of Al–Si substitution only, as shown by the dashed
line in Fig. 4. Such behavior is very different from typical metallic glasses, which usually tolerate a wide range of compositions.
Similar substitution of Al/Si is known for ! and " Al–Fe–Si phases
[15].
The selected alloys with TM = Ni, Co (atomic radius close
to Fe: Ni(149 pm) < Co(152 pm) < Fe(156 pm) and compositions
TM/Si = 5/8, 10/13, 13/17 and 15/20 were characterized by XRD and
TEM. For both the Al–Ni–Si and Al–Co–Si systems the formation
of glass was observed; however none showed the typical nodular structure of QG. At higher Al content the Al and intermetallic
phases are typically formed, and at lower Al content the 100% glass
structure looks like kinetically frozen liquid. The following explanations could be offered: (1) We did not succeed in reaching the
exact composition-temperature window of conditions for QG formation at high Al content without interference of intermetallic
phases. (2) The absence of Mackay clusters-based phases, similar to

AlFeSi !- and "-phases, in the Al–Ni–Si and Al–Co–Si systems suggests that the stability of Mackay clusters is the determining factor
in the formation of QG.

Fig. 4. Summary of XRD and TEM results showing compositional domains of formation of metastable phases in the studied Al–Fe–Si rapidly solidified alloys.
Underlying diagram shows the liquidus projection where stable phases are formed
[8].
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4. Summary

Appendix A. Supplementary data

1. The domain of Al–Fe–Si compositions where the QG forms was
established. Thermodynamically the q-glass behaves as an ordinary phase and has equilibrium (metastable) with liquid and (Al).
The composition of the q-glass shows substitution of Si for Al and
a narrow range of Fe (15–20 at%). Its composition is close to the
Al–Fe–Si " (hexagonal) and ! (cubic) phase structures that are
based on large icosahedral Mackay clusters.
2. XRD and TEM-based microstructural evidence, as well as the
PDF from high-energy synchrotron studies, indicate that the QG
structure is based on the structural motif closely related to the
Mackay cluster of the AlFeSi !-phase.
3. Formation of glass in the manner similar to the QG was not
observed when different transition metals substituted Fe. Substitution with Mn results in transition to a twinned !-cubic phase
and then to the AlMnSi icosahedral phase [16]. As for Ni and Co,
no formation of a primary glass phase was observed. Although it
is possible that the required cooling conditions were not found,
we speculate that the absence (stability) of the !-cubic phase
for other Al–TM–Si systems is the main reason for the absence
of the QG in this cases.

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.jallcom.2012.01.056.
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